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Abstract 
Stock prices should respond only to unpredictable components of economic 

news (‘innovations’) in efficient markets. While innovations used in empirical 

investigations of the economic underpinnings of stock market risk should at 

least satisfy this basic requirement this may not guarantee satisfactory research 

results. Three methods of generating innovations are evaluated for a variety of 

economic variables. First differencing produces unsatisfactory serially 

correlated innovations in general. Both ARIMA and Kalman Filter innovations 

are unpredictable, but in a further evaluation the component scores from 

Principal Components Analysis are regressed against economic innovations 

using PcGets. The results are far less noisy when Kalman Filter innovations are 

used.  
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Generating Innovations in Economic Variables 

Introduction 

Empirical tests and applications of multi-factor asset pricing models are often focused 

on the relationship between stock prices and economic variables, in the belief that 

valuation is underpinned by real economic activity. As Chen et al. (1986), Priestley 

(1996) and others have argued, it is only the unpredictable component of economic 

news (‘innovations’) that should have any impact on asset prices in efficient markets. 

Innovations that are genuine shocks should be serially uncorrelated processes, so 

the method used to generate them is critical in empirical work. Three techniques 

have been reported: first differencing (rate of change when applied to log 

transformations) (Chen, et al., 1986; Cheng, 1995; Priestley, 1996), ARIMA 

autoregressive methods (Beenstock and Chan, 1988; Clare and Thomas, 1994; 

Priestley, 1996; Clare et al., 1997), and the Kalman Filter (Priestley, 1996, Garrett 

and Priestley, 1997; Antoniou et al., 1998; Cauchie et al., 2004). There is an intuitive 

case for preferring the Kalman Filter (because this embodies an updating process by 

which expectations are revised in response to economic news) but this needs further 

empirical evaluation. The issue has been partly addressed by Priestley (1996) who 

found (i) that the pricing of risk factors in cross-sectional tests of the APT on UK data 

was sensitive to the innovations methodology and (ii) that the Kalman Filter and 

Autoregressive Distributed Lag models (up to 12 lags) outperformed first differencing 

as an innovations-generating method. We have been unable to find any other 
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published comparative evaluation of methods for generating innovations. This paper 

therefore contributes to the literature by evaluating Kalman Filter against ARIMA 

innovations in a time-series investigation of the economic underpinnings of a 

Principal Components Analysis of stock prices. The evaluation is based on the Ljung-

Box test for serial correlation (Ljung and Box, 1978) in the innovations series, and on 

performance in identifying the economic determinants of market risk. With respect to 

the latter, we use an approach to the economic interpretation of risk factors similar to 

that of Chen and Jordan (1993)1, regressing PCA component scores against 

economic variables in time-series. We assume that underlying sources of risk can be 

identified by the pattern of economic variables to which the components are related 

and we examine whether any particular method of generating innovations leads to a 

clearer economic interpretation of risk factors. 

 

Selecting Economic Variables 

As in previous studies for the UK, such as Beenstock and Chan (1988), Clare and 

Thomas (1994), Cheng (1995) and Priestley (1996), our selection of economic 

variables is based on a present value model relating the real stock price, , to 

discounted expected future real dividends, : 
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Discount rate r is the rate of return required by the investor. This valuation model 

implies that share prices respond to anything that changes the expected value of 
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dividends or the required rate of return. In the absence of a full structural model of 

the economic valuation it is impossible to identify the precise influence of any 

particular economic variable and we follow standard practice in not attempting to do 

so. The selected variables are presented in Table 1 and graphs of the raw data are 

given in Figure 1.  

Table 1. UK Economic Series 1976-2001 and Stationarity Tests: (Augmented 
Dickey-Fuller and Phillips-Perron) 

No values show significant rejection of a unit root at the 5% level or better except those in bold type.  

Variable Flag ADF  PP  

Market Index (FT All Share) MR -2.440353 -2.374062 

Market Index Dividend Yield DY -3.598385 -3.586866 

Industrial Production IP -1.774295 -2.502807 

Retail Price Index RP -1.867845 -0.577145 

Unemployment Rate UN -2.562944 -1.281972 

Money Supply M0 MS 4.542591 4.311323 

Retail Sales RS 0.030188 -1.469234 

Reuters Commodity Price Index CP -2.073329 -2.239606 

Oil Price (£) OP -3.099109 -2.623361 

Gold Price (£) GP -2.215364 -2.249221 

US$ Exchange Rate ER -2.639840 -2.318235 

UK Consumer Confidence Indicator CC -3.141102 -3.289767 

20-Year Gilts Redemption Yield (Gilts)    

3 Month Treasury Bill Yield (TBill)    

Corporate Debenture and Loan Redemption Yield (Corp)    

Default Risk (Gilts − TBill) DR -3.434464 -3.206298 

Term Spread (Gilts − Corp) TS -2.382905 -2.743641 
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Figure 1. Raw Data 01/1985 to 12/2001 

 
Market Index Market Dividend Yield Industrial Production 

Retail Price Index Money SupplyUnemployment Rate

Retail Sales Commodity Price Index Oil Price 

Consumer Confidence Gold Price Exchange Rate 

Default Risk Term Spread 
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UK data were collected from Datastream for each series. Changes in Retail Prices 

and Money Supply may affect both cash flows and interest rates (M0 was the only 

money supply series spanning the full sample period). The Oil Price and Commodity 

Prices may influence industry costs, revenues and profits, and consequently 

dividends. Gold is often viewed as a portfolio balancing asset providing an 

investment alternative. Exchange rates (represented here by the Dollar/Sterling rate) 

may influence the value of foreign earnings and net export performance, affecting 

profits and dividends. Real economic activity, as reflected in business cycle variables 

(Unemployment, Industrial Production and Retail Sales) should also have an 

influence on expected future cash flows. Changes in any of these variables could 

also alter the outlook for interest rates and consequently the discount rate. Since the 

latter may be adjusted for risk, we define Default Risk as the difference between the 

Corporate Debenture and Loan Redemption Yield and the Gross Redemption Yield 

on 20-year Gilts. We also use Term Spread, a commonly-used measure of the 

market risk premium defined as the difference between the Gross Redemption Yield 

on 20-year Gilts and the 3-month Treasury Bill rate. Retail Sales may also be a proxy 

for real consumption, reflecting the marginal utility of real wealth and hence the risk 

premium. We include the FTA All Share index and its Dividend Yield, since the 

market return seems to explain a significant proportion of asset returns in time-series 

factor models and its exclusion is likely to lead to an omitted variables bias. This also 

allows us to examine the incremental impact from other sources of economic news. 

Finally, in a departure from tradition we include a Consumer Confidence Indicator 

which can be thought of as a psychological variable reflecting investors’ expectations 
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of investment performance, wealth and the state of the economy, with consequent 

effects on required rates of return and stock prices.  

Table 1 also shows the results of Augmented Dickey-Fuller (ADF: Dickey and 

Fuller, 1981) and Phillips-Perron (PP: Phillipps and Perron, 1988) stationarity tests 

applied to the raw series, assuming models containing trend and constant, using 14 

lags, showing that most of the basic economic series contain a unit root. The null 

hypothesis of unit root was rejected at the 5% level or better only for the UK FTA all 

share index dividend yield (both ADF and PP tests) and Default Risk (ADF test).  

 

Generating and Comparing Innovations 

First differencing in logs (rate of change) was done for all variables except Default 

Risk, Term Spread, Unemployment rate and Consumer Confidence (where the 

untransformed variables were differenced). This produced stationary time series of 

innovations but did not prevent serial correlation. The ARIMA models were specified 

by choosing optimal values for the autoregressive and moving average components 

of the first-differenced series. This was done by (i) examining the autocorrelation and 

partial autocorrelation functions (ii) estimating the parameters of the model by 

maximum likelihood, and (iii) evaluating the models using residual diagnostics based 

on the Ljung-Box test, the information criterion (AIC) of Akaike (1974) and the 

Bayesian information criterion (SBIC) of Schwarz (1978). These models were initially 

examined using three lags on each component and the most parsimonious model 

was subsequently selected. Any parsimonious model that showed the presence of 
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* Serial correlation was present in the residuals of the initial models for these variables. The models 
were refined until serial correlation was eliminated 

 
 

 

serial autocorrelation in the ARIMA residuals was re-modelled with more components 

until the serial correlation was removed. Tables 2 and 3 show the initial and final 

models. The residuals of the final models constitute the ARIMA innovations. 
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Table 2. Initial Arima Model Selected by AIC and SBIC Criteria 

Defining the AR and MA Components for the Derived Series Using 
AIC and SBIC Criteria  

Index Model ( )qp,  AIC SBIC 

Market Capital Gain (0,0) -3.148891 -3.136866 
Market Index Dividend Yield (0,1) -3.334925 -3.3100875 
Industrial Production* (1,0) -4.056867 -4.030632 
Retail Price Index * (0,2) -7.599025 -7.562865 
Unemployment* (3,0) -4.206941 -4.154471 
Money Supply* (1,3) -7.56148 -7.500881 
Retail Sales (3,3) -4.215538 -4.130763 
Commodity Price Index (1,0) -4.9066 -4.882531 
Gold Price (0,0) -1.688277 -1.676252 
Oil Price (0,1) -2.348386 -2.324336 
Exchange Rate (0,1) -4.624723 -4.600673 
Consumer Confidence (1,0) 5.152115 5.176222 
Default Risk (1,2) 0.890841 0.939054 
Term Spread (2,2) 1.638801 1.699211 
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Table 3. Final Parsimonious Model using Arima Modelling 
 
Market Index No AR or MA Components 

 
 

Market Index Dividend 
Yield 

( )
( ) ( )871.3     0689.0             

1215.0002.0
−

+−= MADY  0402.02 =R  

Industrial Production ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )546.2                   515.2                  061.5        1.0999        

8142.03142.01285.00007.0
−

++−= ARARARIP  1228.02 =R  

Retail Price Index ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0338.5                   3087.3                   377.5                      071.14       3.297            

6274.02182.01294.012623.00038.0 MAMAMAARRP ++++=  4964.02 =R  

Unemployment ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )27.0               197.0                    125.0                     379.0                  0.283                     135.0       0.0002            

10202.0515.04833.03378.02261.01182.00003.0
−

−+++++−= ARARARARARARUN 7263.02 =R  

Money Supply ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )96.3                  13.24                  71.40      297.5          

3154.01031.11957.0005.0
−

+−+= MAMAARMS  1205.02 =R  

Retail Sales ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )22.68-                     1439                   09.94                  007.7               364.16                    370.7        6.257          

3120.02088.11894.03363.02679.01393.00024.0
−−−

−+−−−+= MAMAMAARARARRS  2758.02 =R  

Commodity Price Index ( )
( ) ( )798.5         328.0          

1313.00006.0 ARCP +=  0984.02 =R  

Oil Price ( )
( ) ( )127.7         0.239          

1376.00014.0 MAOP +=  1131.02 =R  

Gold Price No AR or MA Components 
 

 

Exchange Rate ( )
( ) ( )966.7      568.0           

1413.00011.0
−

+−= MAER  1382.02 =R  

Consumer Confidence ( )
( ) ( )692.1        0.099          

1096.00164.0
−

−= ARCC  0092.02 =R  

Default Risk ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )4.208-                 109.6                  59.60       1.067          

2245.01359.01973.0332.0
−

−−+= MAMAARDR  7242.02 =R  

Term Spread ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )665.9                   068.4                 434.8                   811.3       0.409-          

2795.01465.02734.01496.0014.0
−−

+−−+−= MAMAARARTS  0615.02 =R  
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The Kalman Filter (Harvey, 1989) is a very general approach to the modelling of 

economic information that allows for optimal updating in the underlying structure. The 

‘Structural Time Series Analyser, Modeller and Predictor’ software (STAMP) of 

Koopman, et al. (1999) was used to apply the Kalman Filter, specifying stochastic 

level, stochastic slope, stochastic trigonometric seasonal and irregular components, 

and estimating by maximum likelihood. Unlike the ARIMA models, the variables were 

not initially adjusted by first differencing. The models were re-estimated until 

convergence was reached, with insignificant components being eliminated and lags 

of the explanatory variables included if necessary. Table 4 gives the final Kalman 

Filter models, showing the number of iterations necessary to achieve converge and 

the strength of convergence. ‘Very strong’ convergence signalled by STAMP 

indicates successful maximum likelihood estimation. Failure to achieve convergence 

may be an indication of a poorly specified model. The residuals from the final models 

constitute the Kalman Filter innovations. 

The innovations derived from first-differencing, ARIMA models and the 

Kalman Filter were evaluated as innovations by checking for serial correlation using 

the Ljung-Box test with 24 lags. The Q-statistic sample starts in 1979 but data were 

collected from 1974, to allow 5 years of data for initialising the Kalman Filter 

algorithm. The Ljung-Box test results are given in Table 5.  
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Table 4: Time Series Models of Economic Variables (Kalman Filter) 

 

Variable Model Convergence  

Market Index Trend (Level plus slope) + Lags (2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 10) + Irregular  Very strong, 8 iterations 0.02 =R
Dividend Yield Trend (Level plus slope) + Trig seasonal + Lags (1, 2, 11) + Irregular Very strong, 13 iterations .02 =R
Industrial Production Level + Lags (1, 3, 8) + Irregular Very strong, 4 iterations .02 =R
Retail Price Index Trend (Level plus slope) + Trig seasonal + Lags (1, 6) + Irregular Very strong, 17 iterations .02 =R
Unemployment Level + Lags (1, 2, 3, 5, 10) + Irregular Very strong, 8 iterations .02 =R
Money Supply Trend (Level plus slope) + Lags (1, 2) + Irregular Very strong, 6 iterations .02 =R
Retail Sales Trend (Level plus slope) + Irregular Very strong, 6 iterations .02 =R
Commodity Prices Trend (Level plus slope) + Lags (1, 2, 4, 7)+ Irregular Very strong, 2 iterations .02 =R
Oil Prices Level + Trig seasonal + Lags (1, 2, 3, 4) + Irregular Very strong, 5 iterations .02 =R
Gold Price Level + Irregular Very strong, 9 iterations .02 =R
Exchange Rate Trend (Level plus slope) + Lags (1, 2, 3, 5, 12) + Irregular Very strong, 3 iterations .02 =R
Consumer Confidence Level + Irregular Very strong, 5 iterations 8.02 =R
Default Risk Level + Trig seasonal + Lags (1) + Irregular Very strong, 6 iterations .02 =R
Term Spread Level + Fixed seasonal + Lags (1, 10, 11) + Irregular Very strong in 2 iterations .02 =R
 
 

 



Table 5. Serial Correlation in the Derived Innovations Series 
 

Ljung-Box* test for serial correlation Q-Statistic (24 lags) 

Innovation Series  First Differences Arima Kalman Filter 

Market Index 28.901 (0.2239) 28.901 (0.2239) 10.944 (0.9844) 

Dividend Yield 37.012 (0.0436) 24.291 (0.4451) 18.573 (0.7744) 

Industrial Production 53.325 (0.0005) 22.735 (0.5355) 21.499 (0.6091) 

Retail Price Index 332.72 (0.0000) 24.940 (0.4090) 21.809 (0.5907) 

Unemployment 1335.10 (0.0000) 23.314 (0.5013) 20.564 (0.6643) 

Money Supply 30.501 (0.1687) 24.121 (0.4547) 14.935 (0.8514) 

Retail Sales 89.164 (0.0000) 32.517 (0.1147) 21.004 (0.6385) 

Commodity Prices 70.191 (0.0000) 21.085 (0.6338) 14.069 (0.8856) 

Oil Prices 70.940 (0.0000) 30.859 (0.1579) 19.115 (0.7458) 

Gold Price 29.370 (0.2065) 29.370 (0.2065) 31.703 (0.1345) 

Exchange Rate 52.550 (0.0007) 19.882 (0.7635) 22.307 (0.5609) 

Consumer Confidence 29.733 (0.1938) 22.228 (0.5657) 22.897 (0.5259) 

Default Risk 2238.0 (0.0000) 23.962 (0.4638) 29.248( 0.2109) 

Market Index 38.427 (0.0313) 12.255 (0.9769) 24.484 (0.3291) 

Probability values in bold indicate significant presence of serial correlation. 
 

Table 5 shows that first differencing does not in general produce generate serially 

uncorrelated series and is generally unsuitable as a method for generating 

innovations. This rejection reflects the results of Priestley (1996) who found a greater 

degree of annual mispricing for the first-difference method. On the other hand, both 

the ARIMA and Kalman Filter innovations are serially uncorrelated and there is 

apparently little to choose between them. Given their similar statistical characteristics 
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we evaluate these innovations further by examining their performance in explaining 

the scores of the first component of Principal Components Analysis (PCA). 

 

Interpreting Principal Components using ARIMA and Kalman Filter Innovations 

Component scores from a PCA of stock returns were regressed in time series 

against the economic innovations. The components, , are written as N linear 

combinations of returns, , on N individual stocks (

kc

ix Ni K1= ), with ‘loadings’, : ikb

.11

11111

NNNNN
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xbxbc
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        (2) 

By construction (see Morrison, 1990) the components are independent of each other 

and a small number of components are used to explain the majority of systematic 

covariation in the raw data (stock returns in this case). 

 Over a 20-year period we expect fairly strong co-movements between the time 

series of prices for different individual stocks – implying a linear factor model of 

returns in which the return to a well-diversified market index is an important factor 

(the well-known ‘Market Model’). Put another way, we expect ‘market risk’ to be the 

dominant ‘explanatory’ variable underlying the first principal component of a PCA, 

aggregating the influence of other economic variables. While other systematic 

sources of risk (if any) might underpin other extracted components, there is no 

reason to suppose that the underlying sources of risk remain stable over a 20-year 

period (a very long time in politics, international relations, technology and the 
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business cycle) and it seems unlikely that patterns of economic influence on different 

PCA components would be replicated in repeated sampling. Indeed, there was no 

replicated pattern of explanatory variables across different samples for any other 

than the first principal component so we restrict our discussion to the latter. In any 

case, the identity of the ‘true’ underpinnings of the risk components is not at issue 

here, since we are concerned with evaluating Kalman Filter and ARIMA methods of 

generating innovations, not with explaining the different components. Under our 

criterion, the method that filters out sample-specific results to produce stronger cross-

sample consistency in explaining the first component is to be preferred.  

While over a 20-year period we expect an efficient modelling procedure to filter out 

any association between the first principal component and innovations in variables 

other than the market index and its dividend yield, this is not a required result. A priori 

any well-replicated pattern of explanatory variables is acceptable – what is important 

is that the replicated pattern is as free from sample-specific noise as possible. 

 The sample of stock returns, corrected for dividends and capital changes, was 

taken from the London Share Price Database (LSPD) and included all UK stocks 

traded throughout the period 1975 to 2001, excluding investment trusts and 

financials. Joliffe (1986) asserts that the excessive presence of zero data influences 

the results of a principal components analysis, so thinly traded stocks with a high 

proportion (more than 20%) of zero returns or missing observations were also 

excluded. Occasional missing returns were otherwise assigned a value of zero. This 

reduced the sample from 516 to 240 stocks. To provide replication, this sample was 
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split by alphabetical order into 10 groups of 24 stocks each and for each group the 

PCA was performed on the correlation matrix of returns. The eigenvalues from the 

PCA revealed that between 23% and 32% of the total variation was captured by the 

first component (an average of 29.5% across all 10 sample groups) with roughly an 

additional 5% captured by the second component. 

 The loadings for the first component were used to generate a time series of 

component scores for each group across the sample period 1979-2001 that were 

regressed against the ARIMA and Kalman Filter innovations in the economic 

variables using the LSE general-to-specific approach to economic modelling (Hendry 

1995, Hendry and Krolzig, 2001) of PcGets (OxMetricsTM). In this approach, a general 

unrestricted model (GUM) is formulated from the theoretical and empirical framework 

under consideration (in our case the relations between economic innovations and 

principal components).The GUM for stock sample i is represented by the regression 

it

K

k
ktikiit zc εγγ ++= ∑

=1
0         (3) 

where the  are scores for the first component for sample group i and  are time-

series observations for each of the K innovations. The GUM is automatically 

simplified by PcGets to a parsimonious congruent model containing individually 

significant regressors, with each simplification stage being checked automatically by 

the diagnostic testing procedures of the programme.  

itc ktz
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Table 6. Explanatory Economic Variables, First PCA Component (PCGets), 
Replicated over 10 Stock Samples 

 

Kalman Filter  Arima 

Sample 1 MR(+) DY(-)  Sample 1 Const(-) MR(+) DY(-)  RP(+)    

Sample 2 MR(+) DY(-)  Sample 2 Const(-) MR(+) DY(-)   DF(+)   

Sample 3 MR(+) DY(-)  Sample 3 Const(-) MR(+) DY(-)      

Sample 4 MR(+) DY(-)  Sample 4 Const(-) MR(+)      OP(-) 

Sample 5 MR(+) DY(-)  Sample 5 Const(-) MR(+) DY(-)      

Sample 6 MR(+) DY(-)  Sample 6 Const(-) MR(+) DY(-)      

Sample 7 MR(+) DY(-)  Sample 7 Const(-) MR(+) DY(-) CC(+) RP(+)  MS(+)  

Sample 8 MR(+) DY(-)  Sample 8 Const(-) MR(+) DY(-)      

Sample 9 MR(+) DY(-)  Sample 9 Const(-) MR(+) DY(-) CC(+)     

Sample 10 MR(+) DY(-)  Sample 10 Const(-) MR(+) DY(-) CC(+)  DF(+)   

Const=Constant, MR=Market Index, DY=Market Dividend Yield, CC=Consumer Confidence, 
RP=Retail Price Index, DF=Default Risk, GP=Gold Price, OP=Oil Price, MS=Money Supply, 
UN=Unemployment,  

The results for the final parsimonious models are given in Table 6, where striking 

differences between the two innovation methods can be observed. Market Return 

and Dividend Yield are significant in every case for the Kalman Filter and in all cases 

but one for ARIMA. However, while no other variable is significant when using the 

Kalman Filter, there is a general tendency for a significant constant term (an 

undesirable result) plus occasional other variables when using ARIMA innovations. 

There is no obvious pattern to the other variables detected when using the ARIMA 

innovations and no reason to expect them to contribute significantly to an explanation 

of the first principal component. We therefore conclude that the Kalman Filter 

outperforms ARIMA modelling in generating innovations for applications of this sort.
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